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1. Introduction
The two main open problems in the qualitative theory differential systems in R2 is the determination and distribution of
their limit cycles and the distinction between a center and a focus, called the center problem, see for instance [3,5]. A classical
way to produce limit cycles is by perturbing a system which has a center, in such a way that limit cycles bifurcate in the
perturbed system from some of the periodic orbits of the period annulus of the center of the unperturbed system. One
of the usual method for studying the number of limit cycles which bifurcate from the periodic orbits of a period annulus
of a center is the averaging method, see for instance [1,9,10]. Moreover, this method additionally can give the shape of the
bifurcated limit cycle up to any order in the perturbation parameter, see [8]. The averaging method has been applied to
determine the number of hyperbolic limit cycles that can bifurcate from the period annulus of a center of several families,
see for instance [1,2,4,8] and references therein.
In this paper we are interested in the study of the averaging method in order to solve the center problem, i.e., to
determine the center conditions for monodromic singular points of some analytic system.
The paper in organized as follows. In second section it is proved Proposition 2 which shows how to apply the averaging
method up to any order. In third section, Theorem 3 gives the relation between the averaging method at any order and the
displacement function to approach the center problem. In fourth section, it is described the transformation of some planar
differential systems to the standard form required to apply the averaging method. Finally, in the last section, we provide
some examples to show how the averaging algorithm works.
2. Averaging method via time-dependent changes
In this section we introduce the averaging method as a sequence of near-identity time-dependent changes of variables.
First we need to introduce the following deﬁnition.
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I.A. García, J. Giné / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 351 (2009) 334–339 335Deﬁnition 1. Let f (t, x) be a continuous function in [0, T ]×D , with D ⊆Rn and T -periodic in t . Then, we deﬁne the average
function of f as
f ∗(x) = 1
T
T∫
0
f (t, x)dt.
Proposition 2.We consider the system in the standard form
x˙ = F (t, x, ε) = ε f1(t, x) + ε2g1(t, x) +O
(
ε3
)
, (1)
where F (t, x, ε) is analytic in R× D × I with D ⊆Rn, I ⊂R a neighborhood of the origin and F is T -periodic in t, with T a constant
independent of ε.
(i) Doing the near-identity time-dependent change coordinates x = y + εU1(t, y), where U1 satisﬁes ∂U1/∂t = f1(t, y) − f ∗1 (y),
the system (1) becomes
y˙ = ε f ∗1 (y) + ε2
(
g1(t, y) + ∂ f1
∂x
(t, y)U1 − f ∗1 (y)
∂U1
∂ y
)
+O(ε3), (2)
which is also T -periodic in t.
(ii) If f ∗1 (y) ≡ 0, then system (2) is, y˙ = ε2 f2(t, y)+ε3g2(t, y)+O(ε4). In this case, doing the near-identity time-dependent change
coordinates y = z + ε2U2(t, z), where U2 satisﬁes ∂U2/∂t = f2(t, z) − f ∗2 (z), system (2) becomes
z˙ = ε2 f ∗2 (z) + ε3g2(t, z) +O
(
ε4
)
, (3)
which is also T -periodic in t.
(iii) We suppose now that f ∗1 (y) = f ∗2 (y) = · · · = f ∗k−1(y) ≡ 0. Consider the system
x˙ = εk fk(t, x) + εk+1gk(t, x) +O
(
εk+2
)
. (4)
Doing the near-identity time-dependent change coordinates x = y+ εkUk(t, y) such that ∂Uk/∂t = fk(t, y)− f ∗k (y), system (4)
becomes
y˙ = εk f ∗k (y) + εk+1gk(t, y) +O
(
εk+2
)
, (5)
which is also T -periodic in t.
Proof. The proof of statements (i) and (ii) are well known, see for instance [9]. Using this well-known technique, we will
prove statement (iii) assuming that we have applied the averaging method up to order k − 1 in ε. If we apply the change
described in statement (iii) to system (4), we have that(
1+ εk ∂Uk
∂ y
)
y˙ = εk
(
fk(t, y) − ∂Uk
∂t
(t, y)
)
+ εk+1gk(t, y) +O
(
εk+2
)
,
where we have used the following developments
fk(t, x) = fk(t, y) + ∂ fk
∂x
(t, y)Uk(t, y)ε
k +O(εk+1),
gk(t, x) = gk(t, y) +O
(
εk
)
.
Isolating y˙ and developing in Taylor series in a neighborhood of ε = 0, the proposition is proved. 
3. The relationship with the displacement map
Let us consider system (1) written in standard form with F (t, x, ε) analytic in R× D × I with D ⊆ Rn , I ⊂ R a neigh-
borhood of the origin and F is T -periodic in t , with T a constant independent of ε. Applying the sequence of change of
variables described in Proposition 2 to Eq. (1) up to order k − 1 we arrive to
x˙ = Fk(t, x, ε) = εk fk(t, x) +O
(
εk+1
)
. (6)
We observe that the map x → y with x = ξ(t, y, ε) := y + εkUk(t, y) is a change coordinates in D ⊆ Rn for |ε| small
enough. This is a direct consequence of the Inverse Function Theorem which can be applied because ∂ξ/∂ y(t, y, ε) =
1+ εk∂Uk/∂ y(t, y) = 0 for |ε| small enough.
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∂Uk/∂t(t, y) = fk(t, y) − f ∗k (y), it follows Uk(t,0) =
∫ t
0 ( fk(s,0) − f ∗k (0))ds = − f ∗k (0)t = 0. Therefore, ξ(t,0, ε) = 0. In par-
ticular, when x = 0 is a singular point of (6), the change of variables x → y with x = ξ(t, y, ε) sends x = 0 to the singular
point y = 0 of the transformed system.
For each x0 ∈ D , we denote x(t; x0, ε) the solution of (6) with initial condition x(0; x0, ε) = x0. We deﬁne the displacement
map d : D × I → Rn given by d(x0, ε) = x(T ; x0, ε) − x0, which is analytic since system (6) is analytic. We recall that, the
zeroes of this function are in one-to-one correspondence with the T -periodic solutions of (6).
The next result shows the relationship between the displacement map and the averaging method.
Theorem3. Consider the analytic system (6)which is T -periodic in t. Then, the displacementmap d(x0, ε) has near ε = 0 the following
Taylor development: d(x0, ε) = Mk(x0)εk +O(εk+1), where the Melnikov function Mk(x0) = T f ∗k (x0).
Proof. It is clear, from the deﬁnition of the displacement map and the expression of system (6), that
d(x0, ε) =
T∫
0
Fk
(
t, x(t; x0, ε), ε
)
dt = εk
T∫
0
fk
(
t, x(t; x0, ε)
)
dt +O(εk+1).
On the other hand, again from (6), it follows that
x(t; x0, ε) = x0 + εk
t∫
0
fk
(
s, x(s; x0, ε)
)
ds +O(εk+1).
Therefore, fk(t, x(t; x0, ε)) = fk(t, x0 +O(εk)) = fk(t, x0) +O(εk). Hence, the displacement map adopts the form
d(x0, ε) = εk
T∫
0
fk(t, x0)dt +O
(
εk+1
)= εkT f ∗k (x0) +O(εk+1),
proving thus the theorem. 
4. The standard form for planar vector ﬁelds
We consider planar differential systems of the form
x˙ = P (x, y) =
∑
km
Pk(x, y), y˙ = Q (x, y) =
∑
km
Qk(x, y), (7)
where (x, y) ∈ U ⊆ R2 and P and Q are analytic functions in the open set U . We will assume that U is a neighborhood
of the origin and that (0,0) is an isolated singular point of (7), that is P (x, y) = Q (x, y) = 0 with (x, y) ∈ U if and only
if (x, y) = (0,0). Here, Pk and Qk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k. We suppose that the origin is a monodromic
singular point, i.e. there is no solution of (7) tending to the origin with deﬁned slope. It is well known, due to the analyticity
of (7), that the only possible monodromic singularities are either centers or foci. Hence, taking a transversal section Σ to
the ﬂow of (7) passing trough the origin, we deﬁne the Poincaré displacement map δ : Σ → Σ such that δ(s) = Π(s) − s
where Π : Σ → Σ is the well-known Poincaré return map. We recall that the origin of system (7) is a center if and only if
δ(s) ≡ 0 near the origin.
We are interested in how to obtain a 1-parameter family of transformations depending on ε such that system (7) is
transformed (after rescaling the time) into the standard form (1) with n = 1 in order to apply later the averaging theory
described in Proposition 2. In addition, we will impose that such transformations preserve the monodromic character of the
singularity located at the origin. Consequently, δ(s) ≡ 0 if and only if the new displacement map d(z0, ε) ≡ 0.
One classical way to perform the abovementioned transformation to the standard form consists, ﬁrstly, on doing the
rescaling of variables (x, y) → (x/ε, y/ε) with ε = 0. Then, system (7) becomes
x˙ =
∑
km
εk−1Pk(x, y), y˙ =
∑
km
εk−1Qk(x, y). (8)
Secondly, we apply the change to polar coordinates x = r cos θ , y = r sin θ and system (8) takes the form
r˙ =
∑
km
rkεk−1Rk(θ), θ˙ =
∑
km
rk−1εk−1Fk(θ), (9)
where
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Fk(θ) = cos θQk(cos θ, sin θ) − sin θ Pk(cos θ, sin θ). (11)
We recall that a direction θ = θ˜ such that Fm(θ˜ ) = 0 is called a characteristic direction of system (7) at the origin. Hence, if
we impose the nonexistence of characteristic directions, that is, Fm(θ) = 0 for all θ ∈ [0,2π) and moreover the condition
Rm(θ) ≡ 0, the associated orbital differential equation of system (9) is given by
dr
dθ
= ε f1(θ, r) +O
(
ε2
)
, (12)
where f1(θ, r) = r2Rm+1(θ)/Fm(θ) and it is in the standard form (1) with n = 1 and T = 2π . The standard equation (12) is
analytic in a neighborhood of r = 0 for |ε| small enough.
Proposition 4. Consider the analytic system (7) with Pm(x, y) = −yAm−1(x, y) and Qm(x, y) = xAm−1(x, y) where Am−1 is any
homogeneous polynomial of degreem−1without roots on the unit circle S1 . If the origin is a center of (7) then the following conditions
hold:
2π∫
0
Rm+1(θ)
Fm(θ)
dθ = 0, (13)
2π∫
0
Fm(θ)Rm+2(θ) − Rm+1(θ)Fm+1(θ)
F 2m(θ)
dθ = 0. (14)
Proof. Notice that, the conditions Fm(θ) = 0 for all θ ∈ [0,2π) and Rm(θ) ≡ 0 are written in Cartesian coordinates as
Pm(x, y) = −yAm−1 and Qm(x, y) = xAm−1 where Am−1 is an arbitrary homogeneous polynomial of degree m − 1 without
roots on the unit circle S1. Therefore, performing the 1-parameter change to polar coordinates x = εr cos θ , y = εr sin θ with
ε = 0, we obtain the associated orbital equation
dr
dθ
= F (θ, r, ε) = εr2
(∑
km+1 rk−m−1εk−m−1Rk(θ)∑
km rk−mεk−mFk(θ)
)
, (15)
where the homogeneous trigonometrical polynomials Fk(θ) and Rk(θ) are given in (10) and (11). Eq. (15) is analytic in a
neighborhood of r = 0 and has the standard form (1) with n = 1 and T = 2π . Hence, we can apply together Proposition 2
and Theorem 3 in order to obtain the center conditions for system (7). More precisely, Eq. (15) has the form dr/dθ =
ε f1(θ, r) +O(ε2) where f1(θ, r) = r2Rm+1(θ)/Fm(θ). Then, doing the near-identity change of coordinates r → z1 with r =
z1 + εU1(θ, z1), where U1 satisﬁes ∂U1/∂θ = f1(θ, z1) − f ∗1 (z1), system (15) becomes dz1/dθ = ε f ∗1 (z1) +O(ε2). Hence,
imposing the ﬁrst center condition f ∗1 (z1) ≡ 0 we get (13). Under this condition, the differential system adopts the form
dz1/dθ = ε2 f2(θ, z1) +O(ε3) with
f2(θ, z1) =
z31[Rm+1(θ)(−Fm+1(θ) + 2Fm(θ)
∫ θ
0
Rm+1(s)
Fm(s)
ds) + Fm(θ)Rm+2(θ)]
F 2m(θ)
.
To obtain more necessary center conditions, we do the near-identity change of coordinates z1 → z2 with z1 =
z2+εU2(θ, z2), where ∂U2/∂θ = f2(θ, z2)− f ∗2 (z2). In this case, the differential system becomes dz2/dθ = ε2 f ∗2 (z2)+O(ε3).
Taking into account (13) and integrating by parts it follows that
2π∫
0
Rm+1(θ)
Fm(θ)
( θ∫
0
Rm+1(s)
Fm(s)
ds
)
dθ = 0.
This condition simpliﬁes the expression of f ∗2 (z2). Therefore, using the center condition f ∗2 (z2) ≡ 0 we obtain (14) proving
the proposition. 
In [1], the authors give a method to transform into the standard form a planar system which consists on a perturbation
of a center having the explicit expression of a ﬁrst integral and under certain condition.
5. Examples
Using the changes of coordinates described in the former section, we only detect the centers without characteristic
directions. In fact, we can use certain polar blow-ups that permit to approach some centers with characteristic directions as
we will see now. The examples are chosen to illustrate how the method works but not to solve the center problem in a new
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The averaging method can not be directly applied to these type of systems. To avoid this problem, in the ﬁrst example
we take the Liapunov generalized polar blow-up. In the second example we use the method developed in [6] to approach
analytic nilpotent centers as a limit of analytic linear type centers.
Example 1. We consider the two-dimensional autonomous systems of differential equations of the form
x˙ = Xn(x, y) + Xm(x, y), y˙ = Yn(x, y) + Ym(x, y), (16)
where Xk(x, y), Yk(x, y) are (p,q)-quasihomogeneous polynomials of degree k−q+2pq−1 and k− p+2pq−1, respectively,
with m > n and k ∈ {n,m}.
In the sequel we will introduce the Liapunov (p,q) generalized polar coordinates. These coordinates are deﬁned through
the (p,q) generalized trigonometrical functions x(ϕ) = Cs(ϕ), y(ϕ) = Sn(ϕ) which are the solutions of the Cauchy problem
dx/dϕ = −y2p−1, dy/dϕ = x2q−1, with initial conditions x(0) = p−1/2q , y(0) = 0. Such a functions were introduced by
Liapunov in [7]. A ﬁrst integral for this system is px2q +qy2p and, from it we obtain the fundamental relation for generalized
trigonometrical functions p Cs2q(ϕ) + q Sn2p(ϕ) = 1. In addition, the functions Cs(ϕ) and Sn(ϕ) are T -periodic functions
whose period is
T = 2p−1/(2q)q−1/(2p) Γ (1/(2p))Γ (1/(2q))
Γ (1/(2p) + 1/(2p)) ,
where Γ (·) is the Euler Gamma function.
Carrying out the change to generalized polar coordinates given by x = rp Cs(ϕ), y = rq Sn(ϕ) and doing the rescaling of
time dt/ds = rp+q−2pq , system (16) reads for
dr
ds
= Pn(ϕ)rn + Pm(ϕ)rm, dϕ
ds
= Qn(ϕ)rn−1 + Qm(ϕ)rm−1,
where
Pk(ϕ) = Cs2q−1(ϕ)Xk
(
Cs(ϕ),Sn(ϕ)
)+ Sn2p−1(ϕ)Yk(Cs(ϕ),Sn(ϕ)),
Qk(ϕ) = −q Sn(ϕ)Xk
(
Cs(ϕ),Sn(ϕ)
)+ p Cs(ϕ)Yk(Cs(ϕ),Sn(ϕ)), (17)
with k ∈ {n,m}. Finally, taking R = rm−n and rescaling the time by dτ/ds = rn−1 we obtain the system
dR
dτ
= (m − n)(Pn(ϕ)R + Pm(ϕ)R2), dϕ
dτ
= Qn(ϕ) + Qm(ϕ)R. (18)
To show a concrete example, we focus our attention on the following particular case of system (16) with n = 1
x˙ = −y2p−1 + εXm(x, y), y˙ = x2q−1 + εYm(x, y), (19)
where ε is a small perturbation parameter and m > 1. Since P1(ϕ) ≡ 0 and Qn(ϕ) = 1, the corresponding system (18)
adopts the form
dR
dτ
= ε(m − 1)Pm(ϕ)R2, dϕ
dτ
= 1+ εQm(ϕ)R.
Hence, the associated orbital equation is written in the standard form
dR
dϕ
= ε f (R,ϕ) + ε2g(R,ϕ) +O(ε3), (20)
where f (R,ϕ) = (m − 1)Pm(ϕ)R2 and g(R,ϕ) = − f (R,ϕ)Qm(ϕ)R . Notice that this standard differential equation (20) is
analytic near R = 0 and T -periodic in ϕ . In order to study the center problem at the origin of system (19), we can apply
Theorem 3 to Eq. (20). Hence, a necessary condition for having a center at the origin in system (19) is given by f ∗(R) =
(m − 1)R2/T ∫ T0 Pm(ϕ)dϕ ≡ 0.
For the particular case m = 2, p = 1 and q = 2, we have that X2(x, y) = a1xy + a2x3 and Y2(x, y) = b1 y2 + b2x2 y + b3x4.
Then, the averaged function is f ∗(R) = R2(3a2 + b2)/T and 3a2 + b2 = 0 is the ﬁrst center condition.
Example 2. Consider the following two-parameter polynomial family with a nilpotent singular point at the origin
x˙ = y + x2 + k2xy, y˙ = k1x2 − x3. (21)
System (21) has the characteristic direction θ˜ = 0 at the origin. Hence, it is not possible to apply the averaging method using
the change of coordinates described in Section 3. In [5,6] it was proved that any analytic nilpotent center is limit of an ana-
lytic linear type center i.e., given any nilpotent center of a system X0 always exists a one-parametric perturbation Xμ which
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limit of a linear type center of the perturbed system
x˙ = y + x2 + k2xy + μ2M1(x, y), y˙ = −μ2x+ k1x2 − x3 + μ2M2(x, y), (22)
for all μ = 0. Here, M1 = (x+ f1)∂ f1/∂ y and M2 = −(x+ f1)∂ f1/∂x− f1, where f1(x, y) is an analytic function starting at
least with terms of degree 2.
Using the classical way described in Section 3 to transform system (22) into a standard form (1), we ﬁrst consider the
rescaling of variables (x, y) → (x/ε, y/ε) and system (22) becomes x˙ = y + εA(x, y, ε), y˙ = −μ2x + εB(x, y, ε) with A and
B analytic functions near the origin in all the variables without constant nor linear terms in x and y. Moreover, to simplify
the linear part of this system, we perform the linear change of coordinates (x, y) → (x/2− y/(2μ), x/2+ y/(2μ)) obtaining
x˙ = y + ε A˜(x, y, ε), y˙ = −x+ ε B˜(x, y, ε). (23)
Finally, taking polar coordinates x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ in system (23), we arrive to the associated orbital equation (12).
Hence, we can began the algorithmic averaging method. From the ﬁrst order averaging we get g∗(r) ≡ 0. From the second
and third order of averaging we arrive to the conditions k1 = k2 = 0.
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